
We Acknowledge the Darug people and Guringai people
as the Traditional Custodians of the land and waterways
 on which Northern Sydney Local Health Districts sits, 

and acknowledge the care for and custodianship they have
maintained for thousands and thousands of years.

 
We acknowledge and respect the role of Elders past and present. 

 
We thank you for sharing your knowledge, culture and language; 

we thank you for sharing ngurra (country); 
for showing us songlines where the bamul (ground), 

bulga (hills) and garrigarrang (sea) 
meet the guwing (sun), yanada (moon) and birrung (stars); 

and for the ancestral spirits that guide 
all gulyangarri (children), mudi (young) people,

 mudyin (family) and Yura (Community).
 

From our budbud (heart) we say ngandu (sorry) 
for the trauma and loss that 

Darug people, Guringai people and all 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people endure.

 
We say warami (hello) budyari naady’unya 

(good to see you) to all people. 
We are fortunate to 

yana murugu Darug Gurungay Wagulu Yura 
(walk this path with the Darug and Guringai First Peoples) 

as we ngara (listen, hear and think) together
to empower families, children and young people.
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  KEY

Vowel sounds to guide your pronunciation of 
Darug Dalang 

  

 

  a - as in cuppa
  

 

  u - as in put or look
  

 

  i - as in sit
  

 

  aa - like waagan ‘crow
  

 

  uu - as in a long looook
as in boot

  

 

  ii - as in see
  

Other sounds  

 

  ay or ayi - as in eye
  

 
  aw or awu - as in how

  

 
  ny - as in onion

   
  

 
  r - as in run

  rr - as in the Scottish trill
and Spanish trill sound

  

 
  dh - pronounced with

the tongue at the back of
the

  teeth. Can sound like 'th'
  

 
  ng - as in inn with

tongue tip touching inner
front

  teeth
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